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Nilpotency of the Bauer–Furuta stable homotopy
Seiberg–Witten invariants
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We prove a nilpotency theorem for the Bauer–Furuta stable homotopy Seiberg–Witten
invariants for smooth closed 4–manifolds with trivial first Betti number.
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Dedicated to Professor Goro Nishida for his 60th birthday

1 Introduction

As a byproduct of his celebrated work [5] on the Yukio Matsumoto 11=8 birthday
conjecture [8], the first author and S Bauer [2; 3] significantly refined the Seiberg–
Witten invariants [11] for smooth closed Spinc 4–manifolds. While the connected
sum of two smooth connected Spinc 4–manifolds with bC

2
� 2 always yields trivial

Seiberg–Witten invariants, these refined Seiberg–Witten invariants yielded non-trivial
values for some connected sums.

In this paper, we investigate the behavior of these refined Seiberg–Witten invariants,
which we call the Bauer–Furuta stable homotopy Seiberg–Witten invariants, with
respect to the connected sum operations. For simplicity, we always assume b1 D 0.
Then our main theorem is the following:

Theorem 1.1 Let X be a Spinc 4–manifold with bC
2
.X /� 1 and b1.X /D 0: Then,

there is some large N such that, for any n �N , #nX , the n–fold connected sum of
X with itself, has a trivial Bauer–Furuta stable homotopy Seiberg–Witten invariant for
any Spinc –structure c of #nX and any orientation o#nX of HC.#nX /.

This is an easy consequence of the Devinatz–Hopkins–Smith nilpotency theorem [4; 7],
which generalizes the earlier work of Nishida’s nilpotency theorem [10]. Actually, the
gluing theorem of S Bauer [1] translates the connected sum operation corresponding
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to the S1 –equivariant join operation, in which case the usual non-equivariant smash
product may be used.

After recalling the basic notations and backgrounds in Section 2, we present the Bauer
gluing theorem in Section 3 and the Devinatz–Hopkins–Smith nilpotency theorem in
Section 4. Then, in Section 5, we prove the main theorem.

We would like to express our sincere gratitudes to the editor Matthew Ando and the
referee, for their useful suggestions and careful readings of the original manuscript.
The third author was partially supported by Grant-in-Aid for Scientific Research
No.13440020, Japan Society for the Promotion of Science.

The nilpotency is really the key philosophy of this paper, and we would like to dedicate
this paper to Professor Goro Nishida.

2 Notation and background

We first set the following notations:

X an oriented closed 4–manifold with b1.X /D 0

c a Spinc–structure of X

sign.X / the signature of X

HC.X / the maximal positive definite subspace of H 2.X;R/

oX an orientation of HC.X /

bC
2
.X / the dimension of HC.X /

We now put
m WD 1

8

�
c1.Lc/

2
� sign.X /

�
n WD bC

2
.X /

and assume m� 0. Actually, we can always make m� 0 by changing the orientation
of X , if necessary. Now the Bauer–Furuta stable homotopy Seiberg–Witten invariant
eSW .X; c; oX / [3] is defined for the data .X; c; oX / so that

(i) SW .X; c; oX / 2 fS.C
m/;S.Rn/gU.1/ WD

limp;q!1ŒS.C
pCm˚Rq/;S.Cp˚RqCn/�U.1/

(ii) (via the G –Freudenthal suspension theorem by Hauschild [6], Namboodiri [9])
If nD bC

2
.X /� 2;

fS.Cm/;S.Rn/gU.1/
D lim

p;q!1
ŒS.CpCm

˚Rq/;S.Cp
˚RqCn/�U.1/

Š
 lim

q!1
ŒS.Cm

˚Rq/;S.RqCn/�U.1/

D ŒCPm�1
�Sq�1;Sn�1

�Sq�1�D �n�1
s .CPm�1

C /;
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where dimMD 2m� n� 1.

Under the cohomotopy Hurewicz map

�n�1
s .CPm�1

C /!H n�1.CPm�1
C /;

SW .X; c; oX / maps to the usual Seiberg–Witten invariant. Note that the difference
of the top cell dimensions of CPm�1

C and Sn�1 is nothing but the dimension of the
Seiberg–Witten moduli space M:

dimMD 2.m� 1/� .n� 1/D 2m� n� 1:

3 Bauer’s gluing theorem

For oriented closed 4–manifolds X1;X2; consider their connected sum, the oriented
closed 4–manifold X1#X2: Then any Spinc –structure c of X1#X2 and any orientation
oX1#X2

of HC.X1#X2/; the maximal positive definite subspace of H 2.X1#X2;R/;

are both joins of the corresponding quantities of X1 and X2: More explicitly, for
i D 1; 2; there are Spinc –structures ci of Xi and orientations oXi

of HC.Xi/; the
maximal positive definite subspace of H 2.Xi ;R/; such that

c D c1#c2 oX1#X2
D oX1

#oX2

Thus, we may write

.X1#X2; c; oX1#X2
/D .X1#X2; c1#c2; oX1

#oX2
/D .X1; c1; oX1

/#.X2; c2; oX2
/:

Now the Bauer gluing formula [1] describes the Bauer–Furuta stable homotopy Seiberg–
Witten invariant of this connected sum:

Theorem 3.1 The connected sum # corresponds to the join �:

SW ..X1; c1; oX1
/#.X2; c2; oX2

//D SW .X1; c1; oX1
/�SW .X2; c2; oX2

/;

where the join

�W fS.C2k1/;S.Rl1/gU.1/
� fS.C2k1/;S.Rl1/gU.1/

! fS.C2k1Ck2/;S.Rl1Cl2/gU.1/

is induced by the usual join operation S.U /�S.V /D S.U ˚V /:

We note the dimension of the moduli space behaves as

dimM..X1; c1; oX1
/#.X2; c2; oX2

//

D dimM.X1; c1; oX1
/C dimM.X2; c2; oX2

/C 1;
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via the join operation. From this, we observe the usual Seiberg–Witten invariant of

.X1; c1; oX1
/#.X2; c2; oX2

/

is 0; when bC.Xi/ � 2; .i D 1; 2/; However, as was first pointed out by Bauer [1],
this is not the case for the Bauer–Furuta stable homotopy Seiberg–Witten invariant.
Actually, most applications of the Bauer–Furuta stable homotopy Seiberg–Witten
invariants reflect this phenomenon.

4 Nilpotency

We now change gears to hard-core homotopy theory. We recall the fundamental concept
and the theorem of Hopkins–Smith [7].

Definition 4.1 [7, Definition 1.i] A map of spectra f W F !X is smash nilpotent if
for n� 0 the induced map n–fold smash products f .n/W F .n/!X .n/ is null.

Theorem 4.2 [7, Theorem 3.iii] A map f W F ! X from a finite spectrum to a
p–local spectrum is smash nilpotent if and only if K.n/�f D 0 for all 0� n�1:

This deep theorem generalizes their earlier work [4] with Devinatz, and specializes to
Nishida’s nilpotency on the stable homotopy groups of spheres [10] when F and X

are both spheres of distinct dimensions.

5 Proof

Before the proof, we first consider some general properties of the Bauer–Furuta stable
homotopy Seiberg–Witten invariant SW .#n

iD1
Xi ; c; o#n

iD1
Xi
/ of #n

iD1
Xi :

First, as was discussed at the beginning of Section 3, we may always write

SW .#n
iD1Xi ; c; o#n

iD1
Xi
/D SW .#n

iD1.Xi ; ci ; oXi
//D �n

iD1SW .Xi ; ci ; oXi
/

for some choices of Spinc –structure ci and orientation oXi
of HC.Xi/; the maximal

positive definite subspace of H 2.Xi ;R/:

For each i D 1; : : : ; n; let fi be a representative of

SW .Xi ; ci ; oXi
/ 2 fS.Cai /;S.Rbi /gU.1/

where
ai D

1
8

�
c1.Lci

/2� sign.Xi/
�
; bi D bC

2
.Xi/:
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To simplify our notations, we express every map “unstably” in this section. For instance,
we write

fi W S.C
ai /! S.Rbi /;

though the general precise expression is of the form fi W S.C
ai ˚Rq/! S.RbiCq/ (cf

Section 2(i)). However, such simplified notations shall not cause any problem here.

When bC
2
.Xi/� 2 for each i D 1; : : : ; n; fi admits a non-equivariant counterpart as

in Section 2(ii). We denote it also “unstably” as

zfi W CPai�1
! Sbi�1;

though the general precise expression is of the form

zfi W CPai�1
�Sq�1

! Sbi�1
�Sq�1 (cf Section 2(ii))

Then a non-equivariant counterpart zf of a representative
Vn

iD1
zfi of

SW .#n
iD1Xi ; c; o#n

iD1
Xi
/D SW .#n

iD1.Xi ; ci ; oXi
//D �n

iD1SW .Xi ; ci ; oXi
/

shows up at the top row of the following commutative diagram (which is written
“unstably” to simplify the notations):

CP
P

ai�1 S
P

bi�1

S
�
˚

n
iD1Cai

�
S
�
˚

n
iD1Rbi

�

�
n
iD1CPai�1

�
n
iD1Sbi�1

�
n
iD1S

�
Cai

�
�

n
iD1S

�
Rbi

�

†n�1
�Vn

iD1CPai�1
�

†n�1
�Vn

iD1Sbi�1
�

//
zf

��

ı�
.S1/n=4S1

� JJJJJJJJJJJJ

JJJJJJJJJJJJ

//
S.˚n

iD1
fi /

ddJJJJJJJJJJJJ=4S1

��

Š

//
�n

iD1
zfi

JJJJJJJJJJJJ

JJJJJJJJJJJJ

Š

//
�n

iD1
S.fi /

ddJJJJJJJJJJJJ=.S1/n

��

Š

//

†n�1
�Vn

iD1
zfi

�
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From this commutative diagram, we see immediately that, to show the Bauer–Furuta
stable homotopy Seiberg–Witten invariant

SW .#N
iD1Xi ; c; o#N

iD1
Xi
/D SW .#N

iD1.Xi ; ci ; oXi
//D �N

iD1SW .Xi ; ci ; oXi
/

is trivial, it is enough to show that the bottom row

†n�1
�Vn

iD1
zfi

�
W †n�1

�Vn
iD1CPai�1

�
!†n�1

�Vn
iD1Sbi�1

�
is non-equivariantly (and, of course, stably) trivial.

Now we are ready to prove the theorem.

Proof of Theorem 1.1 Since bC
2
.X /� 1; we see that bC

2
.X #X /� 2: Thus we may

assume bC
2
.X /�2 from the beginning. Then we may apply the preceding consideration

with Xi DX for i D 1; : : : ; n:

Now the crucial, but very elementary, observation is that there are just finitely many
choices of a Spinc –structure c of X and an orientation oX of HC.X /: So, list all
such structures as .X; cj ; oXj

/ .j D 1; : : : ; s/: Now, for any m; choose n so that
n � .m � 1/s C 1: Then, up to permutations of factors, the Bauer–Furuta stable
homotopy Seiberg–Witten invariant

SW .#n
iD1Xi ; c; o#n

iD1
Xi
/

of an arbitrary Spinc –structure c of #n
iD1

Xi and arbitrary orientation o#n
iD1

Xi
of

HC.o#n
iD1

Xi
/ may be expressed in the form

.�mfj /�g

for some equivariant map g and a representative fj of SW .X; cj ; oXj
/ for some

j 2 f1; : : : ; sg:

Thus, it remains to show any S1 –equivariant map

f0W S.C
a/! S.Rb/

with a� 1; b � 2 is S1 –equivariantly join nilpotent (join stably). Actually, if this is
shown, there are some nj so that �nj fj is S1 –equivariantly (join stably) nilpotent,
and so we may simply take

N D .maxfnj ; j D 1; : : : ; sg� 1/sC 1

as N in the statement of Theorem 1.1.

To show f0W S.C
a/! S.Rb/ with a � 1; b � 2 is S1 –equivariantly join nilpotent

(join stably), we may assume its non-equivariant counter part zf0W CPa�1
! Sb�1
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induces the trivial maps of the Morava K–theories K.n/� for all n� 0: This is because
joining once will reduce to the case b even.

Thus, zf0W CPa�1
! Sb�1 is (non-equivariantly) smash-nilpotent (stably) thanks to

the Hopkins–Smith Theorem 4.2.

Now by the commutative diagram at the beginning of this section with ai D a; bi D b

for any i; the claim follows.

Note added in proof To show the smash-nilpotency of f0; we can also use more
familiar M U�–theory, rather than the less familiar Morava K–theories K.n/� .n�

0/: Actually, for h� D M U� or K.n/�; applying the Atiyah–Hirzebruch spectral
sequence, we see the groups h�.X / are concentrated in even dimensions for X a
complex projective space and concentrated in odd dimensions for an odd dimensional
sphere. We then use the Hopkins–Smith Theorem 4.2 in the M U� version.
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